



of Cash Flow Based Corporate Tax
Rate Measurements
???????¤¤ ?
A cash °ow(CF)-based tax rate was calculated from a set of
data a period of twenty-two years, and applied to individual cases of
di®erent companies to estimate the amounts of their respective corporate
taxes. The obtained results were then combined according to, types
and compared with the corresponding income-based corporate taxes.
Although, in theory, the income-based and CF-based taxes should be
equal in amount, industry-dependent discrepancies were observed between
the two. These ¯ndings indicate the need to calculate CF-based tax rate
with an adequately long-range data so as to alleviate the e®ect of CF
°uctuations that probably result from the di®erent stages of maturity








































1) ????????????????????????? \°ow-of-funds based corporation
tax" ????????????????? \Cash Flow Corporation Tax" ???????
????????????????????????????????????????????
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4) ????????????? 1¡ t ??????????
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r + 1¡ d¡ (1 + i) = r ¡ d¡ i (5)
???????????????????????
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3 { 2 ????
?????????????????????????????????
????? R????????????????????????????
7) ????????????? R+F=S+T ????????R0+F=W+S+T?W ????











































F = [???????] ¡ [???????] + [???? ¡ ????]
??????? = ? L ¡ ???????? ¡ ??????
?? ¡ ???????
??????? = ? A ¡ ?????? ¡ ????? ¡ ?????
?? ¡ ???????????????+??????????
?? ¡ ???????
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Cash Flow Tax Rate????????? 3??????????? R+F
base??????????????????????????Cash Flow Tax
Rate???????R+F base?????????????????????






14) ?????? [1994] ???
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16) ?????????? 1 ?????????????????????????????
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